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Literature Review on Precise Scheduling of 
Mixed-Criticality Tasks on Variable Speed 
Processors

Introduction 

With every embedded system design, there exists strict 
timing requirements that the system must meet. Also, with 
each design, there may be tasks with varying importance. The 
mixed-criticality scheduling algorithm was proposed to 
handle this very scenario. In order to apply the mixed-
criticality scheduling algorithm, each task must be given a 
criticality level, although, in the simplest case, there are only 
two criticality levels: HI and LO.  

 

History of Mixed-Criticality Scheduling 

The first notion of developing a scheduling algorithm for a 
system with tasks of varying importance was in 2007, when 
Vestal [3] of Honeywell Laboratories modified existing 
formulas, namely Audsley’s priority assignment algorithm [4] 
and the Joseph-Pandya worst-case response time algorithm 
[5], to calculate the worst case execution times (WCET) of all 
tasks in a random task set and then schedule them according 
to his newly modified formulas. Firstly, Vestal noted that his 
approach to calculating these WCET was not optimal. Vestal 
utilized the concept of period transformation, which is a 
technique developed to provide graceful degradation under 
overload conditions by modifying a workload so that higher 
criticality tasks have higher scheduling priorities [6]. In using 
the period transformation technique, Vestal noted that the 
WCET values obtained were actually for the transformed tasks 
and not the original, unmodified, tasks, but that this condition 
was sufficient for his purposes and that further mathematical 
analysis would be needed to account for the idle times in the 
worst case response times obtained [3].  

Once Vestal had an approach to anticipate WCET and an 
algorithm by which to schedule them, he looked at a processor 
running numerous threads with different criticality levels, 
namely levels A, B, C, and D. Vestal tested 3 different 
workloads running tasks of different percentages of criticality 
levels. For example, workload 1 had 50% of its tasks operating 
at criticality level A, while workload 2 only had 45% of its 
tasks operating at criticality level A. The reason for this 
difference is because these workload data entries were not 
collected for the purpose of the paper and Vestal noted that he 
had to speculatively construct a multicriticality workload [3]. 
In retrospect, the best way for Vestal to have gone about 
testing his newly formulated scheduling hypotheses would 

have been to generate different workloads with a fixed amount 
of tasks at each criticality level. In this fashion, Vestal could 
have further determined if more tasks running at higher 
criticality levels had any impact on the overall implementation 
of the algorithms he was trying to use. After Vestal obtained 
the workloads he intended to use the different scheduling 
theorems on, he generated a table by which he compared the 
outputs of the runtime statistics. The 5 scheduling algorithms 
he tested on the 3 different loads are as follows: deadline 
monotonic priority traditional analysis, deadline monotonic 
multi-criticality analysis, multi-criticality Audsley’s multi-
criticality analysis, transformed & deadline monotonic multi-
criticality analysis, and transformed & multi-criticality 
Audsley’s multi-criticality analysis. The metric that Vestal 
used to compare the runtime statics was a measure of how 
much additional work could be proportionally added to all 
tasks while still guaranteeing schedulability [3]. Vestal called 
this metric the critical scaling factor. The criticality scaling 
factor value obtained for the deadline monotonic priority 
traditional analysis was the one used to compare the other four 
critical scaling factor values. For workload 1, all scheduling 
analyses showed an 11% increase in critical scaling factor 
value. For workload 2, the deadline monotonic multi-
criticality analysis and multi-criticality Audsley’s multi-
criticality analysis showed a 2% increase while the 
transformed & deadline monotonic multi-criticality analysis 
and transformed & multi-criticality Audsley’s multi-criticality 
analysis showed a 42% increase in critical scaling factor value. 
Lastly, for workload 3,  the deadline monotonic multi-
criticality analysis and multi-criticality Audsley’s multi-
criticality analysis showed a 2% increase while the 
transformed & deadline monotonic multi-criticality analysis 
and transformed & multi-criticality Audsley’s multi-criticality 
analysis showed a 59% increase in critical scaling factor value 
[3]. From this experimentation, it can be observed that the 
transformed & deadline monotonic multi-criticality analysis 
and transformed & multi-criticality Audsley’s multi-criticality 
analysis had a significant impact on the utility of the 
processor. A possible reason why the transformed & deadline 
monotonic multi-criticality analysis and transformed & multi-
criticality Audsley’s multi-criticality analysis did not show 
significant improvement on workload 1 could be attributed to 
the distribution of the tasks among the four criticality levels. 
As mentioned above, the best way to have tested in this 
experimentation would have been to generate workloads with 
identical distributions of tasks among the four different 
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criticality levels and then test them with the 5 different 
scheduling analyses.  

In the closing statements of Vestal’s paper, he noted that 
the utility of his newly developed scheduling analysis would 
be to offer more functionality through software rather than 
hardware and that his analysis could be used to lessen the 
effort used to calculate the WCET of critical tasks, as those 
are the tasks that have the most importance and will impose 
greater penalties to the system should they miss a deadline. 
          

Effects of Varying Processor Speeds 

In today’s market of processors, there exists a technology 
called dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) that can 
execute on a processor at runtime to scale the performance of 
the processor itself to best fit its current workload. The 
primary motivation for using a technology such as DVFS is to 
conserve power in an embedded system application, such that 
DVFS does not allow for the processor to run more than 100%, 
rather it allows for the processor’s relative performance to be 
lessened, thus using less power and being more energy 
efficient. In the paper submitted by Guo et al. [1], a system of 
two criticality levels, level LO and level HI, is considered. 
Guo et al. notes that the switch between the criticality modes 
LO and HI should be a rare event and that while the processor 
is running in a LO-criticality mode, a scenario where the 
processor is running at some performance level less than 
100%, it exhibits an energy efficient behavior [1]. When the 
system does make the switch to the HI-criticality mode, a 
mode where the processor operates at 100% performance 
level, it exhibits a normal behavior where its power 
consumption is well documented [1].     

Recently Proposed Mixed-Criticality Scheduling 
Algorithms 

 

1. EDF-VD for Precise Energy-Conserving Model 
 

The earliest deadline first with virtual deadlines (EDF-VD) 
scheduling algorithm is an adaptation of the earliest deadline 
first (EDF) scheduling algorithm with the purpose of handling 
the event of task overrun, that is when a task misses a deadline 
which ultimately delays the execution of other tasks in the task 
set. In the earliest deadline first with virtual deadlines (EDF-
VD) scheduling algorithm, the resources in the processor 
allocated to the HI criticality tasks are scaled down by a 
constant value, while operating in LO criticality mode, in 
order to allow for the allocation of resources for HI criticality 
tasks that will execute by an imposed “virtual deadline.” In 
this way, the virtual deadline settings enable HI criticality 
tasks to budget enough resources to handle overrun while 

finishing their LO criticality worst case execution times within 
the LO criticality mode [1]. Now to describe the EDF-VD for 
Precise Energy-Conserving Model scheduling algorithm, the 
first step is to describe the scaling factor that will be used to 
determine the virtual deadlines for all HI criticality tasks. 

 

 
Figure 1: The algorithm used to determine the scaling 

factor for virtual deadlines of HI criticality tasks. Image 
obtained from Guo et al. [1]. 

 
So, for a task set with n number of tasks, x is defined to be 

the total utilization for all HI criticality tasks in LO and HI 
criticality modes (U_L_HI) divided by the adjusted processor 
speed, rho, minus the  total utilization for all LO criticality 
tasks in LO and HI criticality modes (U_L_LO) [1]. If this 
value is less than or equal to one, then this value is multiplied 
by the period of all HI criticality tasks in the task set, and the 
resulting value is the now virtual deadline for the HI criticality 
task in consideration. If the value returned for x is greater than 
one, then the task set is not schedulable under the EDF-VD for 
Precise Energy-Conserving Model scheduling algorithm. It 
should be noted that the lowest value of x that satisfies the 
algorithm in figure 1 is the value of x chosen for use 
throughout the rest of the schedulability process [1]. 

Next is to show that all tasks will be schedulable under the 
EDF-VD for Precise Energy-Conserving Model scheduling 
algorithm in both LO and HI criticality modes. First, the LO 
criticality mode will be considered. 

 

 
Figure 2: Theorem that guarantees that the EDF-VD for 

Precise Energy-Conserving Model scheduling algorithm will 
be able to schedule all tasks in LO criticality mode. Image 

obtained from Guo et al. [1].    
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As can be observed in figure 2, as long as the determined 
value of x is greater than or equal to the total utilization for all 
HI criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality modes (U_L_HI) 
divided by the adjusted processor speed, rho, minus the  total 
utilization for all LO criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality 
modes (U_L_LO), then the EDF-VD for Precise Energy-
Conserving Model scheduling algorithm can correctly 
schedule all tasks in the LO criticality mode of operation. The 
proof of the theorem in figure 2 consists of showing that the 
the  total utilization for all LO criticality tasks in LO and HI 
criticality modes plus (U_L_LO) plus the total utilization for 
all HI criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality modes 
(U_L_HI) divided by scaling factor x should be less than or 
equal to the adjusted processor speed. 

Now, to consider schedulability in the HI criticality mode, 
we must review the original EDF-VD scheduling algorithm. If 
a HI criticality task misses a deadline, that is the task does not 
complete after a specified amount of time units, then the task 
exhibits high criticality behavior and the system must trigger 
a mode switch at this event [1]. At the triggering of this mode 
switching event, the system must do 3 things: Firstly, the 
system must reassign the original deadlines of all HI criticality 
tasks. Secondly, the system must continue to execute the lower 
criticality tasks. Lastly, the system must increase the processor 
speed from rho, the operating speed that is less than 100% to 
100% of the processor operating speed [1]. 

 

 
Figure 3: Theorem that guarantees that the EDF-VD for 

Precise Energy-Conserving Model scheduling algorithm will 
be able to schedule all tasks in HI criticality mode. Image 

obtained from Guo et al. [1]. 
 
As can be observed in figure 3, if the  total utilization for all 

LO criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality modes (U_L_LO) 
plus the  total utilization for all HI criticality tasks in LO and 
HI criticality modes plus (U_H_LO) divided by one minus the 
scaling factor used to calculate the virtual deadlines of all the 
high criticality tasks is less than or equal to one, then this is 
sufficient to guarantee that the EDF-VD for Precise Energy-
Conserving Model scheduling algorithm will be able to 
schedule all tasks in the HI criticality mode correctly. The 
proof used to justify the theorem in figure 3 is more complex 
than the proof used to justify the theorem in figure 2. The term 
in the denominator of the equation seen in figure 3 comes from 
the fact that the actual deadline at the time of mode switch is 
the original period T_i minus the scaling factor, x, multiplied 
by the original period T_i. The term representing the original 

period of the high criticality task, T_i, can be factored out 
leaving the term one minus x all multiplied by the original 
period, T_i. 

 

 
Figure 4: Algebraic steps used to obtain the upper bound 

for x and also proving the correctness for all tasks executing 
in HI criticality mode. Image obtained from Guo et al. [1]. 
   
As can be observed in figure 4, the chosen value for x must 

be less than or equal to one minus  the total utilization for all 
HI criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality modes (U_H_HI) 
plus the  total utilization for all LO criticality tasks in LO and 
HI criticality modes plus (U_L_LO) divided by the quantity 
one minus  total utilization for all LO criticality tasks in LO 
and HI criticality modes plus (U_L_LO). 

Now that we have presented and proven the conditions for 
tasks to execute in both LO and HI in the EDF-VD for Precise 
Energy-Conserving Model scheduling algorithm, we must 
now take a look at an overall scheduling condition for a task 
set. 

 

 
Figure 5: Theorem that guarantees that the EDF-VD for 

Precise Energy-Conserving Model scheduling algorithm will 
be able to schedule all tasks in a task set tau. Image obtained 

from Guo et al. [1]. 
  
As can be observed in figure 5, the task set, represented by 

tau, can be scheduled by  the EDF-VD for Precise Energy-
Conserving Model scheduling algorithm if the total utilization 
for all LO criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality modes 
(U_L_LO) plus the minimum value of either of the two 
following quantities:  the total utilization for all HI criticality 
tasks in LO and HI criticality modes (U_H_HI) or  the total 
utilization for all LO criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality 
modes (U_L_HI) divided by the quantity one minus the total 
utilization for all HI criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality 
modes (U_H_HI) divided by one minus the total utilization for 
all LO criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality modes 
(U_L_LO) is less than or equal to the adjusted processor 
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speed, rho. The proof for this schedulability condition can be 
summarized into two cases. The first case is when the total 
utilization for all LO criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality 
modes (U_L_LO) plus the total utilization for all HI criticality 
tasks in LO and HI criticality modes (U_H_HI) divide by the 
reduced processor speed, rho, is less than or equal to one [1]. 
In this case, the task set can be scheduled without deadline 
scaling for HI criticality tasks at an energy conserving speed 
[1]. This is because there is no need to create an overhead of 
resources to handle the worst case execution times of the HI 
criticality tasks because they can be handled by the already 
reduced processor speed. The second case is when the total 
utilization for all LO criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality 
modes (U_L_LO) plus the total utilization for all HI criticality 
tasks in LO and HI criticality modes (U_H_HI) is greater than 
the adjusted processor speed, rho. In order for the theorem in 
figure 5 to hold, it is shown that the total utilization for all LO 
criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality modes (U_L_LO) plus 
the total utilization for all LO criticality tasks in LO and HI 
criticality modes (U_L_HI) divided by the quantity one minus 
the total utilization for all HI criticality tasks in LO and HI 
criticality modes (U_H_HI) divided by one minus the total 
utilization for all LO criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality 
modes (U_L_LO) is equal to the condition obtained in figure 
4, thus proving schedulability under the EDF-VD for Precise 
Energy-Conserving Model scheduling algorithm. 

The last parameter that needs to be defined when using the 
EDF-VD for Precise-Conserving Model scheduling algorithm 
is the minimum value that can be used for rho, the adjusted 
processor speed. 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Theorem that specifies the lowest value for the 
adjusted processor speed such that the task set can be 

scheduled via the EDF-VD for Precise Energy-Conserving 
Model scheduling algorithm. Image obtained from Guo et al. 

[1]. 
 
As can be observed in figure 6, the value for the adjusted 

processor speed, rho, is given by the lesser of these two 
values: Firstly, the sum of the total utilization for all LO 
criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality modes (U_L_LO) 
and the total utilization for all HI criticality tasks in LO and 
HI criticality modes (U_H_HI) or secondly, the total 
utilization for all LO criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality 

modes (U_L_LO) plus the quantity given by the total 
utilization for all LO criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality 
modes (U_L_HI) multiplied by the quantity one minus the 
total utilization for all LO criticality tasks in LO and HI 
criticality modes (U_L_LO) all divided by the quantity one 
minus the quantity the sum of the total utilization for all LO 
criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality modes (U_L_LO) 
and the total utilization for all HI criticality tasks in LO and 
HI criticality modes (U_H_HI). The proof for the theorem in 
figure 6 can be seen in figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7: Algebraic steps used to prove the minimum 

value of the adjusted processor speed, rho, mentioned  in 
figure 6. Image obtained from Guo et al. [1]. 

 
As can be observed in figure 7, the scaling factor, x, must 

fall somewhere in the range between the lower bound 
described in the LO criticality correctness proof and the HI 
criticality correctness proof. By defining the scaling factor as 
such, it is determined that, as a corollary, the lower bound of 
the scaling factor, x, must be less than the upper bound of the 
scaling factor, x. From there, we can manipulate the 
relationship algebraically until we end up with the final 
relationship that is  the total utilization for all LO criticality 
tasks in LO and HI criticality modes (U_L_LO) plus the total 
utilization for all LO criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality 
modes (U_L_HI) divided by the quantity one minus  the 
quantity the sum of the total utilization for all LO criticality 
tasks in LO and HI criticality modes (U_L_LO) and the total 
utilization for all HI criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality 
modes (U_H_HI) divided by the quantity one minus the total 
utilization for all LO criticality tasks in LO and HI criticality 
modes (U_L_LO) must be less than or equal to the adjusted 
processor speed, rho [1]. The lowest value that satisfies this 
relationship will be the processor speed that gives the most 
energy efficient processor speed based on the task set 
specified by the application. 

 

Conclusion 
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Scheduling algorithms that can correctly, and efficiently, 
schedule task sets of mixed criticalities have been in 
development for almost 15 years as of the date of this literature 
review. Not only have these scheduling algorithms been 
optimized to run on processors, but they have also been 
optimized to run on processors that allow for the dynamic 
change of processor performance. I suspect that with the 
continuation of this trend, scheduling algorithms that can 
schedule task sets of mixed criticalities on varying speed 
processors will become more commonplace in the real-time 
operating systems community and then will become more 
commonplace in industry. 
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